














































































































































Example 1: J. K. F. Fischer, Ariadne musica (1702), Fugue in E major, ending
Example 2: Mozart, Thomas Attwood Studies, p. 21: "accordo di quarta consonante" and 













































Example 3: Beethoven, 12 Deutsche Tänze, WoO8/1, score
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Example 5: Schubert, Wiener-Damen Ländler, D. 734/15, analytical graph










































Example 7: Beethoven,  Ländler, WoO15, ending
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10	Carl	Schachter	also	discusses	text	expression	in	relation	to	rising	gestures	in	songs	by	Schubert,	
Schumann,	and	Brahms	(1996,	328-30).
Example 8: Schubert Schwanengesang, "Abschied," mm. 18-30
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Example 10: Brahms, "Über die See," op. 69/7, score for verse 1









	 	 	 The	waters	are	surging,	wildly	surges	the	sea,
	 	 	 The	storms	run	darkly,
	 	 	 The	sun	sinks,	the	world	is	empty,





	 	 	 I	am	alone,	oh,	always	alone,
	 	 	 My	strength	is	gone.
	 	 	 I	must	go	back,	in	weakness	and	pain,









































































































Example 11: Daniel Harrison's reading of Reger, Intermezzo, op. 45/5; some information 



















Brahms, "Über die See," op. 69/7, score for verse 1, reproduced for reference


















Example 13: Brahms, "Über die See," op. 69/7, reading of the voice in mm. 9-16

















 Example 14: Brahms, "Über die See," op. 69/7, five options for background/first middleground
Rising Gestures, Text, and Background, p. 21
 Example 15: Brahms, "Über die See," op. 69/7, correction of the middleground for the 
beginning of option e (Example 14e)
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Examples 12a and 13 reproduced for reference:
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(which	the	piano	follows	in	its	general	ascending	shape),	I	prefer	to	combine	two	lines	from	^5,	
one	rising,	one	falling,	in	a	three-part	counterpoint	(see	Example	16	[above]).19
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